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Greetings,

Welcome to our Virtual Chamber Concert. The musicians of the Concert, Symphony, and Civic Orchestras have been working so hard to prepare the music you will hear tonight. In response to the increasing virus case numbers, we made major modifications to our rehearsals leading into this concert. Anticipating potentially tightening COVID-19 restrictions, we decided to return in the spring with smaller chamber groups to minimize the number of musicians in the room and provide an outlet for this important genre of music. We are so glad to have captured these performances and are inspired and encouraged by the flexibility, understanding, and positive attitudes our musicians brought with them. Each chamber ensemble has approached their assigned music with enthusiasm and determination. We are thrilled with the outcome that you will see and hear tonight.

The spring semester has been modified to accommodate the changing mandates and expectations by the county, state, and nation. We remain vigilant and aware so we can continue providing a quality music experience while ensuring safety for all involved. We are excited to present our Concerto Competition Concert in late March, as well as our May Showcase later this season. Each concert will feature the talented musicians in our program and we encourage you to consider joining us for those concerts. On April 17, we will share our Junior Strings and Preparatory Orchestra through a solo recital. This exciting outlet for our younger students will give each student a chance to shine. All performance dates, times, and links can be found at the Illinois Symphony Orchestra website: ilsymphony.org. We would also encourage you to follow us on social platforms for regular updates and fun media.

Tonight’s performance would not be possible without support from The Music Shoppe. Additionally, the Hoogland Center for the Arts has worked with us and graciously allowed us to utilize spaces for rehearsals each and every week. We thank their staff for the permission and commitment to safety in our community. Finally, we thank the Illinois Symphony Orchestra (ISO) for guidance, support, and promotion. The addition of this educational program offered by the ISO elevates our students’ musical experience and provides direct access to world-class talent here in Central Illinois.

Thank you again for joining us this evening. We hope you will consider donating to the Illinois Symphony Orchestra to provide opportunities like this for our students and community. For more information on how to donate, on our educational programs, and on upcoming plans for ISYO, Civic, and the ISO, visit ilsymphony.org.

Musically yours,

Logan Campbell & Jackie Mitra
ISYO Conductor Youth and Community Education Programs Manager
Chamber Concert Program

**Concert Orchestra**

_Sari Song_  
*Stoutamire/Henderson*

_Scarborough Fair_  
*Traditional English Folksong*

_Lascia cb’io pianga_  
*G. F. Handel*

_Melody from The Ninth Symphony_  
*L. von Beethoven*

---

**Civic Orchestra**

_5 Canons for 2 Drums_  
*mvt. 1-4*  
*Jashiin*

_Gib Schöne from The Peasant Cantata_  
*J. S. Bach*

_Canzona ‘La Spiritata’_  
*G. Gabrielli*

_Dutch Suite_  
*PDQ Bach*

_Canzone del Sonne_  
*L. Hendrickson*

_Morgenmusik_  
*P. Hindemith*

_Terzetto_  
*mvt. 1 - Allegro ma non troppo*  
*A. Dvořák*

*mvt. 3 - Scherzo*  
*P. C. Fauconier*

_Reverie_  
*P. Hindemith*

---

**Symphony Orchestra**

_Oboe Quartet_  
*mvt 2*  
*W. A. Mozart*

_Piano Concerto_  
*mvt 1*  
*G. J. Vogler*

_Clarinet Quintet_  
*mvt 2*  
*S. Coleridge-Taylor*

_Album pour mes petits amis_  
*Pastorale*  
*G. Pierne*

_Horn Sonata no. 1_  
*L. Cherubini*

_Plink, Plank, Plunk_  
*L. Anderson*
Musician listing
(listed in alphabetical order)

Concert Orchestra

Violin
- Magdalena Bahr
- Lydia Cliburn, principal 2nd
- Meher Garg
- Ella Gummerman, concertmaster
- Claira Leonard
- Abigail Lueking
- Ubaydah Mahmood

Viola
- Katharina Bahr, principal
- Alyssa Metzke
- Aria Philbrick

Cello
- Jonah Hosea, co-principal
- Lila Martin, co-principal

Bass
- Ben Morgan

Oboe
- Catalina Lithila

Symphony Orchestra

Violin
- Jasmine Baxter
- Madelyn Beck, principal 2nd
- Madeline Bollman
- Megan Hoppe
- Micah Howard
- Amara Kochanowski
- David Lu
- Braden Lueking
- Julia Mitra, concertmaster
- Nicholas Monohan
- Elaine White

Viola
- Sarah Cavanagh, principal
- Olivia Fortner
- Malik Greco
- Finn Powell

Cello
- Leotie Philbrick, co-principal
- Gabe Villegas, co-principal

Bass
- Toby Nass Helfer

Flute
- Molly Tolsdorf, principal

Oboe
- Lauren Carley, principal
- Eli Nass Helfer

Clarinet
- Trevor Good, principal
- Phoebe Helle

Horn
- Chase Webb, principal
- Nicholas Monohan

Euphonium
- Jacob Hartman
**Civic Orchestra**

**Violin**
- Katie Beberman, concertmaster
- Don Daniels
- Joanie Darnielle
- Trevor Orthmann, principal 2nd
- Deb Steele
- Mike Tungett
- Sarah Westfall

**Viola**
- Megan Forness, principal
- Bill Zimmer

**Cello**
- Chet Lord-Remmert

**Bass**
- Harvey Mack

**Flute**
- Carol Gordon

**Bassoon**
- EmJ Jackle-Hugh, principal
- Logan Campbell

**Trumpet**
- Scott Wilkinson, principal
- Daniel Coultas

**Trombone**
- Ralph Woehrmann, principal
- Pat Dennis

**Percussion**
- Laurie Fritz-Lewis, principal
- Debra Lindsey
- Logan Campbell
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Guest Instructors
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Jonathan Villela
Carlos Hernandez Baez
Dragana Loncar
Scott Kuntz
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Jordan Chase
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